COMPANY INTRODUCTION
LOCONDO, Inc
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LOCONDO’s 3 businesses
LOCONDO has the 3 businesses that supplement mutually and
build those own competitiveness.
Contents
• High recognition
as free return
shipping EC
• Many
assortments of
ladies’ shoes

Sharing inventories: Sell at
EC offline inventories

1. EC

Only item: Customer can
buy the brand only at
LOCONDO
Branding: push the brand
at LOCONDO

Sharing infrastructure:
Share logistic & IT
infrastructure and realize
low-cost & high-quality
operation

3.
Brand

2. Platform

Contents
• Omni store IT &
logistic platform
• Total solution
that can realize
perfect DX in all
the arena

Best practice: Use the various
platform services first and
learn from the practice
Omni channel & DX:
Realize high efficiency of
the brand.

Contents
• Internal design & high-speed
production.
• Marketing of SNS, especially YouTube
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Service video of LOCONDO (YouTube)
You can see summary of LOCONDO services at the YouTube video below.
(This video was made in 2017, so some info is not updated…)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZU8uE80OPR4
「ロコンド サービス 動画」で検索
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1. EC MALL
LOCONDO has own EC mall （LOCONDO.jp & Fashion Walker）and
stores in other companies’ EC mall such as Rakuten and Yahoo!

LOCONDO.jp

Fashion Walker

LOCOMALL Rakuten

LOCOMALL Yahoo!
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1. EC MALL – LOCONDO.jp –

1

Can try fashion at EC

FREE size exchange and return
(some exceptions).
Customers can try items at
home for 21 days.
Even though customers can
return easily, our return rate
(February, 2021) is 18%
because we show detail data
for size at LOCONDO.jp
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Various sipping services

3

Concierge

Various shipping services such
as (1) Same day (2) Next day,
(3) Don’t hurry up

Our fulltime concierge help all
the customers’ questions by our
original chat system.

Customers can receive the
same amount of points with the
shipping fee if they buy 8,000
JPY or more.

They help customers by
working together with our
logistics, sourcing & studio
staff.
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1. EC MALL – LOCONDO.jp –
30-40 ladies in the city area is the core customer segment at
LOCONDO. Average price is 7,000 JPY ($70); the price is higher than
that of other EC malls
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2. PLATFORM …explain the details from page 18
Provide various systems and services that enable centralization of inventories
and integration of digital information through DX（Digital Transformation）

e-3PL

BOEM (Official EC)

LOCOCHOC for offline stores

LOCOPOS

LoCORE (core system)
LOCOPAY (QR code)

e-WHOLESALE
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3. BRAND – MANGO –
From 2017, LOCONDO became online exclusive agency
of MANGO, Spanish global fashion brand whose sales is
2 billion Euro.
LOCONDO sells MANGO items at LOCONDO and
operates MANGO.com for Japan by communicating
directly with Mango staff in Barcelona.
LOCONDO is sure that it can meet various needs of
various brands including international ones because it
has many experiences of various businesses all over the
world.
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3. BRAND – D2C BRANDS –
LOCONDO has D2C (Direct To Consumer) brands with many famous
YouTubers in Japan. LOCONDO also has its own channels (Silver plate).
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GMV（M JPY）
Current GMV is over 20 billion JPY and its CAGR is +27%.
20,564
5 years
CAGR
+ 27%
14,095

9,495

8,022
6,503
5,062

0
971
1,251
1,366

1,093

132
1,741
415

3,969

4,125

4,428

2014

2015

2016

83
1,131
983
1,652

626
1,065
1,365

18,251
1,180
1,708

557
536
2,780
2,073

1,562

Others
LOCOCHOC
BOEM
Stores in other E-malls

2,267

1,928

Own mall
14,615
11,532

9,108
5,643

2017

2018

2019

2020
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Other financial info（February, 2020）
Healthy finance with profit and zero loans.

EBITDA
1.5 B JPY

Loan
zero

Net asset
4.37 B JPY

Equity ratio
62%
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CEO & founder: Yusuke Tanaka

2003: After graduation of Hitotsubashi university in Japan,
joined McKinsey & Company Japan as a management
consultant.
2007: Became Manager of retail and consumer packaged
goods group at McKinsey.
2009: Graduated fulltime MBA course at UC Berkeley
(Haas School of Management) in the US.
2011: Co-founded LOCONDO and became CEO from
2012.
2017: LOCONDO went to the Mother’s market (IPO)
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BOARD
LOCONDO board members are Yusuke Tanaka, CEO, and 3 other outside board members
who are professional in legal, technology and finance/SDGs arena. Board enhances
governance including BCP (Business Continuity Plan) for various scenarios.
Satoshi Hirota
Lawyer.
Tomoya Suzuki
Venture capitalist.
Atsuko Ochiai
Financial expert at Nomura and Goldman Sachs (Tokyo, London and Hong Kong).
Experiences at NGO.
Professional coach.
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LOCONDO warehouse – LOCOPORT –
LOCONDO rent warehouse from GLP, but manages all
the operation in the warehouse by itself; all the stuff is
operated by LOCONDO full-time and part-time staff.
LOCONDO has 2 warehouses in Yachiyo-shi, Chiba, and
those are close; 5 minutes by walking.
The 1st one was built in 2020 and the 2nd one in 2021.
Both are new warehouses against fire, flood and various
natural disasters.
It has 110,000 m2 at total.
Around 500 members are working in the new warehouses
with new machines & IT systems.
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Internal IT development
LOCONDO engineers developed not only WMS
(Warehouse Management System) in LOCOPORT but all
the system such as EC system, admin system and
platform services.
LOCONDO policy is “100% internal development and
operation”.
The internal policy (excluding shipping from warehouse
to home) enables high quality, low costs and high speed.
Our professional engineers meet brands’ various needs.
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Environment for LOCONDO Team
100 people in the headquarter (Shibuya-ku, Tokyo) and
500 people in LOCOPORT are working for LOCONDO.
LOCONDO invests comfortable environment and welfare
for the team in order to enable them to provide high
satisfaction to customers and brands.

LOCOPORT lunch room
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Community (SDGs) and environment
In the 1st floor of LOCOPORT, LOCONDO has community
space for people in Yachiyo-shi.
It has kitchen (IH cooking heater) and it is used for some
meetings and various lessons.
In addition, the new warehouses has LED lights and solar
power for environment.

LOCOPORT
community space
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What’s inventory centralization (inventory sharing) ?
LOCONDO realizes centralization of inventory among EC, offline stores and wholesale
businesses through original WMS and LOCONDO various platform services
Customs broker
LOCOPORT
Centralization
Inventory
for
platformer

Seino

Inventory
for official
EC

Yamato

Eplatformer

Cross Mall

Official EC
FTP or
BOEM

Inventory
for offline
stores

Seino

Inventory
for department store

Naniwa

Offline
stores
Outlet
FTP or
LOCOPOS

Inventory
for
wholesale

Seino

Department
stores
FTP or
LOCOPOS

Inventory
for
wholesale

Seino

Wholesale
FTP or
e-wholesale

Agency
FTP or
e-wholesale
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PLATFORM – e-3PL –
E-3PL screen (LOCORE)

Brands don’t have to have its own warehouse
because they can leverage LOCOPORT as logistic
hub for department stores, offline stores, E-mall
and wholesale.
All the inventories in LOCOPORT can be sold at EC
(excluding kept inventories).
LOCONDO.jp doesn’t charge inbound and storage
costs for shops, so this policy is used for e-3PL
brands basically; brands can decrease logistic
costs through this system

E-3PL list screen (LOCORE)

LOCONDO can print and attach price tags and
receipt for wholesale customers, and has various
options of shipping careers.
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PLATFORM – e-3PL – Q & A
Q. How can I ask LOCOPORT shipping?
A. You can upload the CSV data (SKU, numbers, store address code, date) from admin screen of
LOCORE.
Q. How can I change the shipping order?
A. You can change or cancel the shipping order from admin screen at LOCORE. You can easily search
the shipping order.
Q. Can I ask “Cross doc”, shipping quickly after inbound?
A. Yes, you can. We regard the shipping order that we ship 5 or less days after inbound as “cross doc”
shipping orders, and we don’t storage the inventories for them. In this case, you don’t have to pay the
storage costs.
Q. How can I keep the inventories for offline stores or wholesale customers? I don’t want to sell all
the inventories in LOCOPORT…
A. You can use “kept inventories” function. You can do this before inbound and after inbound from
LoCore admin screen.
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PLATFORM – X-mall –
CROSS MALL list

If you use e-3PL service, you can connect your
inventory data with other EC malls through CROSS
MALL made by ILL.
You can order shipping to LOCOPORT as soon as you
receive orders from other e-mall customers. We ship the
items not only to other e-malls’ warehouse but
customers directly (e.g. Rakuten).

We have already the data synchronization experiences
with the e-malls below;
1. ZOZOTOWN
2. amazon
3. Rakuten, Rakuten fashion
4. MAGASEEK
5. & mall
6. Marui Web
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PLATFORM – BOEM (Brand’s Official E-commerce Management) –
BOEM example

Brand can build its own official EC quickly by using
LOCONDO warehouse, IT system and product &
inventory data.
If you use our BOEM service, you can keep the
newest EC platform because LOCONDO develops
new function for LOCONDO.jp and implement the
same function to BOEM with no costs (FREE
update).

BOEM admin

You can customize the website design and
implement APIs of other companies’ services.
You can use our admin screen for various
administration, promotion, CMS and main magazine.
Now, BOEM users is around 40 companies.
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PLATFORM – LOCOCHOC –
LOCOCHOC top page
When there is no stock of particular size nor color,
you can sell your inventories in LOCOPORT through
LOCOCHOC service.
You can use LOCOCHOC in the stores where there
are no inventories.

LOCOCHOC step
STEP (1) Store staff can check the inventories in
LOCOPORT at tablet or smart phone.

LOCOCHOC item page

STEP (2) You can keep the inventory and we ship it
after customers pay at stores.
STEP (3) Customers can receive it at home or stores.
We ship it on the same day when store staff orders
by 2 PM.
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PLATFORM – LOCOPOS –
LOCOPOS top page

LOCOPOS is POS system for offline stores.
If you use LOCOPOS, you can sell inventories in
offline stores at EC (BOEM), can show the status
of those in each offline store and can enable EC
customers to receive orders at offline stores*.
LOCOPOS has essential functions as POS system
such as registering orders and printing receipt.

LOCOPOS register

You can check the details of orders at offline
stores, and therefore, you can realize
・DX of offline stores
・Omni channel EC (BOEM)
at the same timing.
* You need to upgrade BOEM Pro to use Omni store functions.
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PLATFORM – LOCOPAY (POINT) –
LOCOPAY EC admin (mypage)

If you use BOEM and LOCOPOS, you can
enable customers to use QR digital membership
card at FREE (LOCOPAY/POINT).
You can centralize membership data into BOEM
DB, so you don’t need to connect the data
between offline stores and EC (BOEM).
In addition, you can integrate point data
between EC and offline stores, and therefore,
for example, customers can get points when
they buy at EC and after can use them at offline
stores.

LOCOPOS EC Point

You can also enable customers to pay at offline
stores by using BOEM payment data if you want.
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PLATFORM – e-wholesale –
e-wholesale

Wholesale customers can orders your items online
through “e-wholesale”.
You can receive orders not only of inventories in
LOCOPORT but of those you will produce in future
(Future orders) and therefore, you can use ewholesale at offline or online new item exhibition.
In addition, because the order info is sent to
LOCORE automatically, you can check and edit all
the wholesale info (incl. “kept inventories” function)
at LOCORE.

e-wholesale catalog

You can also set up each condition for each
wholesale customers.
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PLATFORM – LOCORE –
LOCORE analysis

e-3PL、BOEM、LOCOCHOC、LOCOPOS、eWHOLESALE…
LOCORE manages all the information of your all
businesses and enable you to analyze the digital
data.
LOCORE manages all the data such as sales,
shipping and customer info (e.g., address, price tag,
sales slip).

LOCORE customer info

If you sell your items at LOCONDO, you can use
LOCORE at FREE* !!!
* You need to upgrade to LOCORE Pro if you want to customize
LOCORE or analyze the data of unlimited terms (You can analyze
13 months at FREE).
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LOCONDO warehouse
LOCOPORT is located in Yachiyo Midori Ga Oka (Oka
means hill) and 10km far from sea, so it is against risks
of flood.
It is also against earthquake because it was build in 2020
and 2021 and with new technology.
It also has automatic shutter function against fire.

Of course, LOCONDO has the contract with the
insurance company against various risks, so you can feel
safe if any disaster occurs.
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LOCONDO warehouse security
LOCOPORT has security staff at its entrance and you
need to show your security card when you enter
LOCOPORT; LOCOPORT is against theft.
It also has various security system such as recording by
security video, having strict rule for logistic staff and
checking all the bags.
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LOCONDO warehouse temperature & humidity
LOCONDO has air condition machine and special “Big
Fan” in each floor, and keep comfortable environment for
inventories and staff.
You can keep your inventories in special air condition
(e.g., 10 – 28 C、humidity 60％ or less) if you pay +5 JPY
per month.
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LOCONDO warehouse business days & shipping
LOCOPORT is working everyday except the 1st of January
because career cannot come to LOCOPORT.
You can use the careers below:
•
•
•
•
•

Yamato (mainly, B2C)
Sagawa (mainly, B2B or big carton)
Naniwa (mainly, B2B department stores)
Seino (mainly, B2B offline stores)
Scatch! (mainly B2C, same day shipping)
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LOCOPORT Organization
LOCOPORT consists of the teams below; around 500 staff are working in LOCOPORT.

LOCOPORT

Logistic

Inboun
d

B2C
Outbo
und

B2B
Outbo
und

Return
QC

Studio

Invent
ory
checki
ng

Suppor
t
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Inbound
LOCOPORT enables high accuracy and high speed
operation by using the original automatic machine that
we developed with our partner machine company.
Basically, your inventories will complete inbound process
withing 2 business days after they arrive at LOCOPORT.
You need to attach JAN code or any other unique
barcode for inbound.
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Outbound (B2C)
Our original WMS (Warehouse Management System)
developed internally enables high accuracy and high
speed outbound operation by showing all the pictures of
customer’s orders on tablet.
We have various carton box size, so you can minimize
shipping costs.
Our inbound is processed by our educated parttime or
fulltime staff.
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Outbound (B2B)
We will pick-up and ship orders for each shipping orders
for B2B business.
We started this B2B shipping service (e-3PL) from 2015
and therefore have various experiences of careers, price
tags, sales slip, packing rules and so on.
This long experiences are recorded at our DB, so you can
ask the price tag stuff to LOCOPORT even if you don’t
know the details; we know the details.
Price tags have the 3 options: just printing, print & insert
into price pocket, and print and attach by string.
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Return
LOCONDO has the long experiences of return process
because it has provided FREE size exchange and FREE
return since it started from 2011.
Our experts check all the returned items and proceed to
re-inbound after the checking process.
They first check the pictures of the returned items on
tablet, and then, judge A (OK) or B (NG) after checking
those sizes, appearances and other stuffs.
They exchange some paper stuff for A items in order to
keep clean condition.
In the case of e-3PL, it needs @75 JPY per piece, but you
don’t need to pay the costs for the case you don’t need
checking process.
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Cycle checking of inventories
LOCOPORT is doing cycle checking inventories 2 times a
year (August and February) by using our WMS.
After checking inventories, we investigate the unmatched
cased between data and checking for 1 month and keep
99.99% accuracy target.
Result of accuracy at the end of February, 2021 is
99.98%.
Of course, we pay you if we find out that we lose your
items for some reasons.
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Support team
LOCOPORT support team members（10 staff）support
your e-3PL or logistic needs.
Basically, you can do any operations at LOCORE admin
screen and receive all the data via e-mail, but the
support team help you if you change something urgently
or have any questions on LOCORE operation.
Not only LOCOPORT but our headquarter staff help you,
so please feel safe for your logistic and digital reform.
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Main costs of e-3PL
E-3PL enables brands not only to centralize inventories but to decrease logistics costs
because LOCONDO doesn’t charge inbound nor storage fee (with some conditions).

storage
FREE

inbound
FREE

* Maximum is 3 * # of shipping or
100,000 pieces

* Exclude moving

•

pick & pack
Normal: 40 JPY

* More than 12 pieces in 1 order

•

Cross doc: 25 JPY

return

•
•

No check: FREE
Check: 75 JPY
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SLA (Service Level Agreement) / KPI
Below is our SLA and KPI. Our main KPI is Q (Quality)、C (Cost)、D (Delivery speed).

inbound
99% or more
inventories by 2
business days
* Commitment limit is
1,000 pieces if you order
by 12 PM of 1 business
day before and 5,000
pieces by 12 PM of 2
business days before.

pick & pack
Next day shipping
(base)、Same day
shipping (special)

accuracy
99.99%

* This is not commitment
* Commitment condition is (SLA) numbers. This is
target of LOCOPORT.
same as inbound.
* We ship on the same day * The most recent result is
if you pay special fee (+ 20 99.98％ (after
investigation)
JPY) and order us by 12
PM.
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Synchronize data with ERP system
You can connect your ERP software and our LOCORE by using ERP connect option (EPR
experiences: adidas, Reebok, Charles & Keith and so on).
Basic initial costs are 1,000,000 JPY for the development below (no monthly costs):
•
•
•
•
•

Receive item master: 5 days - (250,000 JPY -)
Receive shipping info: 5 days - (250,000 JPY -)
Receive shipping orders: 5 days - (250,000 JPY -)
Send shipped results: 2.5 days - (125,000 JPY -)
Send received results: 2.5 days - (125,000 JPY - )

※ (1) This basic costs is applied when your data is clean and our engineers don’t have
to work “data cleansing” tasks.
※ (2) If our engineers need to work in English (read & write only), you need to pay
500,000 JPY extra fee.
※ (3) Maintenance fee is FREE, but you need to pay if you change your ERP data and
our engineers need to modify our system.
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X-ray inspection
We can operate X-ray inspection of 3,000 - 4,000 pieces.
We have the X-ray machine close to inbound area, so we
can operate the inspection as soon as the inventories
complete the inbound process. They are stored quickly
after those inspection.
Our staff check the X-ray picture item by item. The
machine alerts when it find out the metal.
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Printer of price tag
LOCONDO ship B2B orders to 126 department stores all
over Japan with the customized price tag for each
department. This data is stored at our DB.
Even if you don’t know the detail rule for each
department store, you can ask us price tag by using our
DB information. You can customize the price tag if you
want.

In addition, price tags have 3 options:
• Just print out.
• Print out and insert into price pocket.
• Print out and attach by string.
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Price tag image
You can print out price tag when you select the template
for each department store. You can customize the format
if you want.
You also need some info (e.g., item code) to print out the
price tag. Please feel safe! We have the data below in
our DB:
・Category and price info for each item
・Mapping category code of each department store with
our category info
So, you can easily ask us to print out price tag.
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Printer of sales slip for wholesale businesses
We use special dot printer for wholesale sales slip and
can respond to any format.
Our main sales slips are below:
• 百貨店専用統一伝票 (department stores
• チャーンストア統一伝票 (chain store)
• 履物統一伝票 (shoes)
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Sales slip image
We can print out your wholesale selling price for each
wholesale customer on the sales slip automatically if you
recode sales condition for each customer at LOCORE.
If you want to print special price for some cases, you can
recode it at LOCORE and it is shown on the slip.
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Additional info ①
No

百貨店

e-3PL experiences (department stores)

都道府県

Department Store

Prefecture

1 伊勢丹 新宿

東京

ISETAN Shinjuku

Tokyo

2 伊勢丹 新潟

新潟

ISETAN Nigata

3 伊勢丹 立川

東京

4 伊勢丹 静岡

No

百貨店

都道府県

Department Store

Prefecture

21 近鉄 阿倍野

大坂

KINTETU Abeno

Osaka

Nigata

22 近鉄 奈良

奈良

KINTETU Nara

Nara

ISETAN Tachikawa

Tokyo

23 近鉄 和歌山

和歌山

KINTETU Wakayama

Wakayama

静岡

ISETAN Shizuoka

Shizuoka

24 近鉄 橿原

奈良

KINTETU Kashihara

Nara

5 伊勢丹 京都

京都

ISETAN Kyoto

Kyoto

25 近鉄 四日市

三重

KINTETU Yokkaichi

Mie

6 伊勢丹 浦和

埼玉

ISETAN Urawa

Saitama

26 近鉄 草津

滋賀

KINTETU Kusatu

Shiga

7 井筒屋 小倉

福岡

IZUTUYA Kokura

Fukuoka

27 京王 聖蹟桜ヶ丘

東京

KEIO Seisekisakuragaoka

Tokyo

8 井上百貨店 松本

長野

INOUE Matumoto

Nagano

28 京王 新宿

東京

KEIO Shinjuku

Tokyo

9 いよてつ 高島屋

愛媛

IYOTETU Takashimaya

Ehime

29 京急百貨店 上大岡

神奈川

KEIKYU Kamiooka

Kanagawa

10 岩田屋 本店

福岡

IWATAYA Fukuoka

Fukuoka

30 京阪 守口

大坂

KEIHAN Moriguti

Osaka

11 うすい百貨店 郡山

福島

USUI Koriyama

Fukushima

31 京阪 くずは

大坂

KEIHAN Kuzuha

Osaka

12 遠鉄百貨店

静岡

ENTETU

Shizuoka

32 さいか屋 藤沢

神奈川

SAIKAYA Fujisawa

Kanazawa

13 大沼百貨店

山形

OONUMA

Yamagata

33 佐賀玉屋百貨店

佐賀

SAGATAMAYA

Saga

14 岡島百貨店 甲府

山梨

OKAJIMA Kofu

Yamanashi

34 佐世保玉屋百貨店

長崎

SASEBOTAMAYA

Nagasaki

15 小田急 新宿

東京

ODAKYU Shinjuku

Tokyo

35 山陽百貨店

兵庫

SANYOU

Hyogo

16 小田急 藤沢

神奈川

ODAKYU Fujisawa

Kanagawa

36 スズラン 高崎

群馬

SUZURAN Takasaki

Gunma

17 小田急 町田

東京

ODAKYU Machida

Tokyo

37 スズラン 前橋

群馬

SUZURAN Maebashi

Gunma

18 金沢名鉄丸越

金沢

KANAZAWA MEITETU MARUKOSHI

Kanazawa

38 西武 池袋

東京

SEIBU Ikebukuro

Tokyo

19 川徳百貨店

岩手

KAWATOKU

Iwate

39 西武 渋谷

東京

SEIBU Shibuya

Tokyo

20 近鉄 上本町

大坂

KINTETU Kamihonmachi

Osaka

40 そごう 横浜

神奈川

SOGO Yokohama

Kaagawa
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Additional info ①
No

百貨店

e-3PL experiences (department stores)

都道府県

Department Store

Prefecture

41 そごう 千葉

千葉

SOGO Chiba

Chiba

42 そごう 大宮

埼玉

SOGO Omiya

43 そごう 広島

広島

44 大丸 心斎橋

No

百貨店

都道府県

Department Store

Prefecture

61 高島屋 玉川

東京

TAKASHIMAYA Tamagawa

Tokyo

Saitama

62 高島屋 柏

千葉

TAKASHIMAYA Kashiwa

Chiba

SOGO Hiroshma

Hiroshima

63 高島屋 名古屋

愛知

TAKASHIMAYA Nagoya

Aichi

大坂

DAIMARU Shinsaibashi

Osaka

64 高島屋 京都

京都

TAKASHIMAYA Kyoto

Kyoto

45 大丸 神戸

兵庫

DAIMARU Kobe

Hyogo

65 高島屋 洛西

愛知

TAKASHIMAYA Rakusai

Aichi

46 大丸 梅田

大坂

DAIMARU Umeda

Osaka

66 津松菱

三重

TUMATUBISHI

Mie

47 大丸 京都

京都

DAIMARU Kyoto

Kyoto

67 鶴屋 熊本

熊本

TURUYA Kumamoto

Kumamoto

48 大丸 東京

東京

DAIMARU Tokyo

Tokyo

68 天満屋 岡山本店

岡山

TENMAYA Okayama

Okayama

49 大丸 札幌

北海道

DAIMARU Sapporpo

Hokkaido

69 天満屋 アルパーク

広島

TENMAYA Alpark

Hiroshima

50 大丸 下関

山口

DAIMARU Shimonoseki

Yamaguchi

70 天満屋 広島緑井

広島

TENMAYA Hiroshima Midorii

Hiroshima

51 大丸 鳥取

東京

DAIMARU Tottori

Tokyo

71 天満屋 ポートプラザ

広島

TENMAYA Port plaza

Hiroshima

52 大丸 須磨

鳥取

DAIMARU Suma

Tottori

72 天満屋 倉敷

岡山

TENMAYA Kurashiki

Okayama

53 大和 香林坊

石川

DAIWA Korinbo

Ishikawa

73 天満屋 米子

鳥取

TENMAYA Yonago

Totori

54 大和 高岡

富山

DAIWA Takaoka

Toyama

74 天満屋 津山

岡山

TENMAYA Tsuyama

Okayama

55 大和 富山

富山

DAIWA Toyama

Toyama

75 東急 渋谷ヒカリエ

東京

TOKYU Shibuya Hikarie

Tokyo

56 高島屋 大阪

大坂

TAKASHIMAYA Osaka

Osaka

76 東急 渋谷本店

東京

TOKYU Shibuya

Tokyo

57 高島屋 日本橋

東京

TAKASHIMAYA Nihonbashi

Tokyo

77 東急 札幌

北海道

TOKYU Sapporo

Hokkaido

58 高島屋 新宿

東京

TAKASHIMAYA Shinjuku

Tokyo

78 東急 たまプラーザ

神奈川

TOKYU Tamaplaza

Kanagawa

59 高島屋 横浜

神奈川

TAKASHIMAYA Yokohama

Kanagawa

79 東急 吉祥寺

東京

TOKYU Kichijoji

Tokyo

60 高島屋 高崎

群馬

TAKASHIMAYA Takasaki

Gunma

80 東武 池袋

東京

TOBU Ikebukuro

Tokyo
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81 東武 船橋

千葉

TOBU Funabashi

Chiba

82 東武 宇都宮

栃木

TOBU Utsunomiya

83 トキハ 大分

大分

84 トキハ わさだ

都道府県

Department Store

Prefecture

101 松坂屋 上野

東京

MATUZAKAYA Ueno

Tokyo

Tochigi

102 松坂屋 名古屋

愛知

MATUZAKAYA Nagoya

Aichi

TOKIHA Oita

Oita

103 松坂屋 豊田

愛知

MATUZAKAYA Toyota

Aichi

大分

TOKIHA Wasada

Oita

104 松坂屋 高槻

大坂

MATUZAKAYA Takatsuki

Osaka

85 トキハ 別府

大分

TOKIHA Beppu

Oita

105 松坂屋 静岡

静岡

MATUZAKAYA Shizuoka

Shizuoka

86 ながの東急

長野

NAGANO

Nagano

106 松屋 銀座

東京

MATUYA Ginza

Tokyo

87 博多大丸

福岡

HAKATA DAIMARU

Fukuoka

107 丸井今井 札幌

北海道

MARUIIMAI Sapporo

Hokkaido

88 阪急 千里

大坂

HANKYU Senri

Osaka

108 丸井今井 函館

北海道

MARUIIMAI Hakodate

Hokkaido

89 阪急 梅田

大坂

HANKYU Umeda

Osaka

109 丸広 川越

埼玉

MARUHIRO Kawagoe

Saitama

90 阪急 宝塚

兵庫

HANKYU Takarazuka

Hyogo

110 丸広 上尾

埼玉

MARUHIRO Ageo

Saitama

91 阪急 川西

兵庫

HANKYU Kawanishi

Hyogo

111 三越 銀座

東京

MITUKOSHI Ginza

Tokyo

92 阪急 西宮

兵庫

HANKYU Nishinomiya

Hyogo

112 三越 日本橋

東京

MITUKOSHI Nihonbashi

Tokyo

93 阪急 博多

福岡

HANKYU Hakata

Fukuoka

113 三越 星ヶ丘

愛知

MITUKOSHI Hoshigaoka

Aichi

94 阪急 神戸

兵庫

HANKYU Kobe

Hyogo

114 三越 名古屋

愛知

MITUKOSHI Nagoya

Aichi

95 阪神 梅田

大坂

HANSHIN Umeda

Osaka

115 三越 高松

香川

MITUKOSHI Takamatsu

Kagawa

96 福田屋 宇都宮

栃木

FUKUDAYA Utsunomiya

Tochigi

116 三越 福岡

福岡

MITUKOSHI Fukuoka

Fukuoka

97 福田屋 インターパーク 栃木

FUKUDAYA Interpark

Tochigi

117 水戸京成百貨店

茨城

MITOKEISEI

Ibaraki

98 福屋 八丁堀本店

広島

FUKUYA Hatchobori

Hiroshima

118 名鉄 名古屋

名古屋

MEITETU Nagoya

Nagoya

99 福屋 広島駅前

広島

FUKUYA Hiroshima station

Hiroshima

119 名鉄 一宮

名古屋

MEITETU Ichinomiya

Nagoya

宮城

FUJISAKI

Miyagi

120 山形屋 鹿児島

鹿児島

YAMAGATAYA Kagoshima

Kagoshima

100 藤崎

No

百貨店
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121 山形屋 宮崎

宮崎

YAMAGATAYA Miyazaki

Miyazaki

122 山形屋 国分

鹿児島

YAMAGATAYA Kokubu

Kagoshima

123 山形屋 川内

鹿児島

YAMAGATAYA Kawauchi

Kagoshima

124 山形屋 日南

宮崎

YAMAGATAYA Nichinan

Miyazaki

125 ヤマトヤシキ 加古川

兵庫

YAMATOYASHIKI Kakogawa

Hyogo

126 リウボウ

沖縄

RIKUHOU

Okinawa
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